MRO SOLUTIONS

VARIOUS LEVELS OF COMPLEXITY ON THE SHOP FLOOR
INTRODUCTION

Maintenance Repair & Overhaul (MRO) solutions can
vary from simple, high-volume processes (e.g. cell
phone repair) to very complex, low-volume processes
(e.g. engine repair). However, the difficulty for most
businesses is determining the best model for their
business for the cases where the complexity is in
between (e.g. subassembly repair), and how to
bridge the gap for the full spectrum of your business
in such a way that technicians and associated workers
do not have to apply vastly disparate system processes
to achieve the desired end result, which is a repair
of a unit to the customer’s requirements. It is imperative
that you determine the best solution approach while
still considering all of the various levels of repair
complexity on the shop floor.

FACTORS AFFECTING COMPLEXITY/
SOLUTION
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Does the customer require that certain information
be retained with a repair? (i.e. phone numbers,
serial numbers, repair log)
Does the customer desire a quick turnaround
time? Are ready spares acceptable?
Are there special disposal requirements?
(i.e. hazardous materials, special rules involving
disposal of government property)
How many levels of assemblies are required in
the most typical of repairs?
What volume is expected for repairs?
How profitable is it to repair vs. replace
components? (i.e. consumables, inexpensive
components)

STAGES OF REPAIR

4.

Every repair contains some flavor of each of the following stages, even if some are combined for process efficiency
purposes:
1.

2.

3.

Induction
a. Goods receipt of the item to be repaired
b. Review of paperwork associated with repair
c. Recording of required data for reporting / tracking purposes
d. Labeling of customer unit for shop floor control
e. Prioritization of repair
f. Determination of warranty and/or outstanding service agreements (i.e. who is going to pay and how
much?)
Evaluation
a. Review of Induction paperwork
b. Inspect customer unit
c. Determine any outstanding required/optional modifications (i.e. Service Bulletins, Engineering
Change Orders, Air Worthy Directives, etc.)
d. Diagnosis testing
e. Determining repair alternatives (i.e. can I use ready spares -or- does the customer require that I
maintain integrity (i.e. use customer’s parts where possible to repair and replace only what is
immediately needed))
Disassembly
a. Teardown to desired level needed to perform repair
b. Labeling of customer-owned sub-assemblies / components for shop floor control

5.
6.
7.

Repair
a. Determine components for repair
i. Allowable repair components
ii. Combinations of components / assemblies allowed
iii. Obsolescence
iv. Super cession
b. Determine consumables to be used
c. Repair the unit
d. Test / inspect as needed
Assembly
a. Build customer unit back to proper functional form
b. Test / inspect as need
Final Inspection
a. Final functional tests
b. Certification of repair
Return to Customer / Inventory / Service
a. Ship back to customer
b. Return applicable components to ready spare inventory (would also follow the repair process)

g.

SUGGESTED APPROACH
1.

2.

High Volume, Low Complexity
a. Suggested process considerations
i. Evaluate whether outright replacement is more economically feasible than repair of the unit
(i.e. is it worth it for the customer to have their unit repaired)
ii. Use kits (i.e. pre-packaged collection of components) to quickly replace low cost / frequently
replaced components)
iii. Use ready spares whenever possible
iv. Minimize transactions wherever possible
v. Minimize inspection steps wherever possible
vi. Batch processing of repairs wherever possible
vii. Delay goods receipt or intensive system processing where possible
b. Examples: cell phones, railcars, airplane wheels and brakes
Mixed Volume/Complexity (i.e. High / Medium / Low on same shop floor)
a. If possible for high volume, low complexity repairs, route the applicable components to a designated
area and follow the High Volume, Low Complexity process
b. Think hierarchically with respect to how unit is assembled
c. Think of each repair as an engineer-to-order and organize the associate master data (i.e. Bills of
Materials, work instructions, other documentation) according to the hierarchy of the unit being
repaired
d. Use ready spares wherever possible
e. Label carefully and track customer-owned inventory using your system
f. Think of High complexity as many Medium / Low complexity repairs (i.e. consider each sub-assembly
as a fully contained unit)

3.

Keep your repair floor separate from new manufacturing as much as possible; however,
where these two processes must cross over, be sure that there are distinctive marking / labels to
differentiate between new and used components
Low Volume, High Complexity
a. Follow the guidelines for Mixed Volume wherever possible
b. Exceptions as needed to support High complexity

BENEFITS
• Users minimize their time trying to figure out
•
•
•

what process to follow and the associated
mistakes which go with such decisions.
Customer requirements are met and turnaround
time minimized where possible.
Legal requirements met.
Higher Customer Satisfaction.

While SAP does offer some prepackaged solutions to
be tailored to the MRO company’s requirements, even
these need to be evaluated in detail to make sure that
they provide the right solution for your shop floor. The
SAP MRO process is a proven technology with clients
live across breadth of industries, sizes, and level to
which the product is used. Determining the correct
approach will determine if your solution is viewed as
a success from all stakeholders involved.
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